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ECON 3240 Spring 2020 Course calendar 
Instructor Darryl McLeod  TA: Jeffery Yozwiak 2-4pm Thursday Office hours:  my web 
page  www.darrylmcleod,com  Please confirm online offices hours meeting by email 
mcleod@fordham.edu  or jyozwiak@fordham.edu  call my office number 718 817-0063 or 
my google voice (914) 623-8530 also an option one you sign in I should get an email saying 
you are waiting in “my personal room” confirm appointments via email so Jeffery or I can 
confirm we will be online to share screens, chat and/or review documents you are writing  
This calendar is updated weekly with lecture topics and links to related readings and LDQs; 
the course syllabus has course requirements, texts, topics, etc. these do not change (feel free 
to download) .  Please, if you run across a url that does not work www.gdsnet.org/  please 
send us an email immediately so we can fix it. For HW assignments & due dates see Bb to 
submit HWs on see this help guide.  Please follow ADA guidelines for Office documents.   
*To refresh this calendar Firefox click upper double arrow & choose reload… 
 
Congratulations seniors, you have my and the Gates best wishes…   While the build up to our 
May 11th Presentation party was a little too exiting, but even the Green New Deal group came 
through in the end. Special thanks to all who participated and for all the hard work and some excellent PowerPoints. 
Speaking of which Jasmine presentations on COVID and Education was excellent Jameson’s is coming soon…      
 
Last Call for PowerPoint revisions 6pm Sunday May 17th turn in final pptx file Bb & email a copy to  
mcleodassign@gmail (for the record) If  you are making revisions to your pptx, please do follow Fordham’s 
ADA rules for PowerPoint files  & the WB Virtual Classroom lines if possible. Check the google drive versions 
with long names for comments/corrections. The Green New Deal Presentation needs upgrading and both UBI 
groups should mention this Guardian article and the Vox articles. The Homelessness groups should cite   Evans, 
William N., David C. Philips, and Krista J. Ruffini (2019) Reducing and Preventing Homelessness: A Review of the Evidence and 
Charting a Research Agenda. No. w26232. NBER, Boston MA  
 
A special 4th of July COVID-19 Gift: A film of Hamilton’s 2016 performance with LMM as Hamilton will be 
released a year early, July 3rd on Disney+ This is a rare film of the Broadway Play itself… not a movie based 
on a play, as is the Warner Brother’s adaptation of In the Heights . The Broadway production can be seen in 
pieces on YouTube, both are perfect for next Fall’s Migration and Development Course (ECON 3248): the 
main plot turns on the day when immigrants (who almost always plan to return) decide they to stay in New York 
(we hope mor of them do). A star of the film and the play is Washington Heights the neighborhood (though 
everyone is moving to the Bronx of course). DACA & mixed status families will be plot lines added to the movie 
version. Unfortunately, the release of In the Heights the movie has been delayed until 2021 (for now…)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.darrylmcleod.com/
http://www.darrylmcleod,come/
mailto:mcleod@fordham.edu
mailto:jyozwiak@fordham.edu
http://class.povertylectures.com/ECON3240WorldPovertySyllabusSp2015.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/
http://gdsnet.org/ECON3240TechnicalSupport.pdf
http://gdsnet.org/ADAComplainceGuideChecklist-1MyHighlights.pdf
https://www.gatesnotes.com/About-Bill-Gates/Our-message-to-the-class-of-2020
http://gdsnet.org/ADAComplainceGuideChecklist-1MyHighlights.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/Dialogues_PPTPowerpointGuidelinesforVC.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/may/06/vulnerable-countries-poverty-deadly-coronavirus-crisis
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240BasicIncomeNotes.pdf
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/sites/default/files/publications/reducing-preventing-homelessness-review-research-agenda.pdf
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/sites/default/files/publications/reducing-preventing-homelessness-review-research-agenda.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/12/movies/hamilton-movie-disney-plus.html?searchResultPosition=2
https://youtu.be/BEPQ_pqEWZg
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Final Exam Presentations: Please join us at 1:15pm this Zoom meeting url (or see email from Jeffrey)  
If you have questions or suggestions during the exam, use the chat for requests, questions or suggestions.   
Presentations schedule:  See our Homelessness web page  [please only present most recent GD copy)  
 Gender inequality and Poverty in the 21st Century (Gillian, Ujma, Daniel, Emily & Nicollette) GDcopy 
 Homelessness and Health post COVID-19 (Rob, Jessica, Noelia, James and John) GDcopy 
 *UUBI Transfers for Reducing Poverty (fix title please!!) add group names please..  GDcopy 
 COVID-19, Education and Inequality, Jasmine Coloma (see summaries below)   GDcopy  
 Other volunteer presenters?  (use zoom chat to volunteer)    
Recommended Articles:  Last Lecture Notes COVID (again)    LA Times on Covid and Severe Poverty  
   FT COVID will change the world  Bill and Melinda Gates The Better World you will build    
 
Mother’s day notes: I reviewed the homelessness and Gender Pptx adding comments to the version in the 
google drive with an ADA compliant file name (none of the 1st submissions do) pease work on the new version 
if you have time addressing these common problems and address comments in yellow and red. Both UBI groups 
please see the Guardian article by B&D on UBI for and Vox series on UBI (all you need really…).  
 
Today May 10th is mother’s day.  By now (7pm) everyone should have posted their final presentation pptx file in the 
google drives Jeffery set up (see below) or by emailing pptx file to mcleodassign@gmail.com.  Please do this by 11pm 
tonight latest if you want to present tomorrow.  Email me if you submit your presentation vias the gooble drive. 
Questions, schedule a meeting with me this evening (send me an email request or call 718 817-0063, I will not see your 
number so leave a voice mail or try again....  Presentation Groups:  
 
Checklist, please, see also UBI sources (Vox has many useful articles on UBI in rich and poor countries): Last 
minute pptx presentation suggestions and comment problems: please do cite at least one reference on every 
slide (page or minute) do number slides and Figures so I can comment, use any google scholar author, year 
format (see APA guidelines on how to cite YouTube video and other videos, start and end with 4-5 key points 
(unless  you have better ones) when in doubt email me I should reply (I am socially isolated for now…)  The 
most common problems are highlighted below:   
 
�  Follow the 666 rule, 20+ point minimum font size, light background, dark text cut and paste pictures as JPEG  
�  Use ADA compliant file names that describe the file (no spaces!)  ECON3240ProjectTitleyournam.pptx  
�  Number all slides using a running header or footer (change for new authors) 
�  Add all references at the end in any standard author, date title format (see GS “ list)  
�  Make sure each slide has at least one author, year, page reference, as in B&D, 2019, p. 127* 
�  Include at least on reference to course reading and one to an economics reading (Brookings or NBER or an 
     AEA journal, for example) Stuck on this one? Please contact me** 
�  YouTube videos are generally welcome, cite minute and use APA guidelines if possible/  
�  Except for the Economist Newspaper, most web-based articles have authors cite them please*  
�  If a reference at the end of your presentation is not cited, perhaps delete it of find a slide to cite it on? 
�  Begin and end your slides with a key points slide (Contents or background slides Ok too but after key points) 
�  Bonus ADA requirement, describe pictures in words, include source (not just google* but you can use google  

images to find the source of photos… ) 
 
Example of a main points slide (for example): How COVID-19 Exacerbates Education Inequality  
COVID-19 has laid bare the vast inequities in U.S. public education system      [summary slide title] 

• Parents with “frontline” jobs cannot stay home and put their children at risk nightly 
• Low income parents may not have computers or internet access 
• Low income or homeless families may not have quite place to study or participate online.  
• Public school classes are larger teachers less well equipped  

https://fordham.zoom.us/j/819976336?pwd=UHpvekZVRTNxY2hWN2FBaUczckNsdz09
https://darrylmcleod.com/homelessness/
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240GenderInequalityPresentationS2020.pptx
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1-Trfap4R70q-VatO_C2Mr1AM2sIZUlCL
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240HomelesssnessandHealthPresentationS2020.pptx
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YR7aP1ccyxhyuG9otJ9J6_P-kjgiZ3mn
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1PHkKHxdZbBvQLW0wPA4hrfyuElyzNdu7
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DXEQJC1pjZEG5F5nJdstpS-AObrJEs_h
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240LastLectureGraphicsS2020.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/LATimesExtremePovertyPandemicsHeaviestToll3.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-better-world-that-you-will-build-11588256730?shareToken=st15da17d1f8a84d97b3476ac194389f3e
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/may/06/vulnerable-countries-poverty-deadly-coronavirus-crisis
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240BasicIncomeNotes.pdf
mailto:mcleodassign@gmail.com
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240BasicIncomeNotes.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Dialogues_VC_PowerpointGuidelinesmyHighlights.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ADAComplainceGuideChecklist-1MyHighlights.pdf
https://libanswers.snhu.edu/faq/8628
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• NYS/NYC schools are very segregated by race and income  
• Wealthier parents use private school and often have 2nd homes for self-quarantine    

Potentially equalizing impacts of COVID-19 for NYS public school kids* 

1. Many selective Universities are dropping SAT/ACT exams for admissions  
2. Low income students may gain access to computers & internet with help from schools or NGOs 
3. Public school classes are larger teachers less well equipped  
4. Online education could reduce the cost of college education for students and colleges   
5. NYC/NYS has excellent SUNY/CUNY system special COVID scholarships?  
6. We know attending these colleges is a great income leveler (reducing inequality) 

Silver linings, natural experiments and unexpected negative shocks can be helpful in long run.  Schumpeter call 
the constructive reinvention role of recessions “creative destruction” Crises create opportunities for 
recalibrating, getting fired for examples forces us to recalibrate and focus on what we really want forcing us to 
make important decisions about what we want.   
 
Presentation FAQs: 1. Do I need to fix formatting and references issue in my presentation?  Answer: no but 
doing so will raise your grade. 2. When are my changes do?  Wednesday May 13th by 3pm if you graduate or 
end of day May 16th if you are not graduating. 3. What changes do I need to make?  Any you think are 
important, particularly in the sections/slides you worked on. 5. Should I add material relevant to COVID-19? 
Answer: absolutely, since April 1st we have lived and lectured in a Post-Covid world 4. Questions? Ask me via 
email. 6. If we were not able to complete our presentation can we still record it?  Yes, absolutely check here 
after class for free software we can help you use to record your presentation. 7. If we are happy with our 
presentation, can we receive a copy?  Can we post a copy of our presentation as Maria Davalos did?  Yes, 
absolutely let’s discuss award categories for posting…  8. Is it possible to improve my grade with extra credit 
assignments before the deadline?  Yes, absolutely, unless you chose pass/fail. send us email with your deadline.  
**Economics reference for above try Brookings of NBER or Voxeu (lots of material on COVID-19 shock) 

BG 1 (UBI*): https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Rn6Vjsh7BIE_pSgGho4Z7B-t4ajwXG_p  

BG 2 UUBI*: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PHkKHxdZbBvQLW0wPA4hrfyuElyzNdu7  

BG 3 Homelessness :  https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YR7aP1ccyxhyuG9otJ9J6_P-kjgiZ3mn 

BG 5 Gender & Covid-19: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-Trfap4R70q-VatO_C2Mr1AM2sIZUlCL 
 
BG 4 The Green New Deal: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IwF8x36snruSWRc47O_V0Hxnc3yQop09 
 
UUBI and UBI alert: Esther Duflo interview on market place: how to help the poor here and in Africa (Malawi?)   
Washington Post: Rich Countries neglect the poor due to pandemic? 
Famous H1NI Flu Victim (fictional) our favorite “downstairs” Butler got the flu too, but survived, with 
COVID-19 the reverse would be more likely, why? 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Rn6Vjsh7BIE_pSgGho4Z7B-t4ajwXG_p
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PHkKHxdZbBvQLW0wPA4hrfyuElyzNdu7
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YR7aP1ccyxhyuG9otJ9J6_P-kjgiZ3mn
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-Trfap4R70q-VatO_C2Mr1AM2sIZUlCL
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-Trfap4R70q-VatO_C2Mr1AM2sIZUlCL
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IwF8x36snruSWRc47O_V0Hxnc3yQop09
https://www.marketplace.org/2020/04/09/covid-19-low-income-help-cash-transfers-esther-duflo/
https://s2.washingtonpost.com/camp-rw/?e=&s=5eaf93c6fe1ff654c2d1f88e&linknum=4&linktot=64
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Ishaan Tharoor, Risk of rich countries neglecting poor ones duing pandemic Washington Post 

 

    
A Young Doctor, Fighting for His Life “I just went down on my knees,” his mother recalled 
later. “I just implored God for mercy.”  By Nicholas Kristof   New York Times   On March 31st 

Maldonado called his parents to say that he was 
going to the hospital. His dad, Jose Maldonado, was 
a refugee from the civil war in El Salvador who 
started life over as a dishwasher in New York*. His 
mom, Cecilia Aguilar-Maldonado, came from 
Ecuador, and both were undocumented for a time — 
yet they sent both sons through medical school. The 
parents were the first of many to be devastated by 
their son’s sickness.  Dr. Andres Maldonado a 27-
year-old 3rd year resident at Jack D. Weiler Hospital 
in the Bronx (about 14 minutes from Fordham near 
Albert Einstein Hospital, 
 
*very likely with Temporary Protected Status or TPS, 
as a refugee from the long civil war in El Salvador.  

There are a number of ways his parents could have gained legal status, including just applying for a green card, 
being sponsored by an employer. If Andres and his brother were born here, they are U.S. citizens by birth 
(generally residents must be citizens to work at U.S. hospitals, there is a large pool of medical professionals 
trained abroad and ready to work except for AMA regulations (aimed in part at raising Doctors’ salaries to very 
high levels, making them the large occupational cohort in the top 1%, here with COVID-19 we learn they are 
essential, literally our lives depend on them, their lives depend on their  
 
Group projects: Your presentation should be roughly 6 minutes per presenter to leave time for questions see 
the schedule below. Presentation Checklist  Jeffrey’s Template  Dana Nelson Shock Treatment (note essential 
points & summary of key points, each group member makes 1-2 key point, OECD LatAm Youth ).  
 
Presentation Schedule: Goal: group presentations Monday May 11th 1:25 to 3:35pm (via zoom)  
Key Steps/dates:  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/05/04/risk-rich-countries-neglecting-poorer-ones-during-pandemic/?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/02/opinion/sunday/young-doctor-coronavirus.html?campaign_id=45&emc=edit_nk_20200502&instance_id=18181&nl=nicholas-kristof&regi_id=392501&segment_id=26479&te=1&user_id=189f44adb769974f17f6c98ff0de52b5
https://www.nytimes.com/column/nicholas-kristof
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240PresentationChecklistApril2020v1.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240_Yozwiak_Inequality_in_the_US_v7.pptx
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3235DanaNelsonChileFall2017EditsRevisions.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/MelguizoOECDDevelopmentCenterYouth.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/05/04/risk-rich-countries-neglecting-poorer-ones-during-pandemic/?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/02/opinion/sunday/young-doctor-coronavirus.html?campaign_id=45&emc=edit_nk_20200502&instance_id=18181&nl=nicholas-kristof&regi_id=392501&segment_id=26479&te=1&user_id=189f44adb769974f17f6c98ff0de52b5
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1. Meet with me on online Friday May 1st or Monday 4th to discuss key points (30 points) signup form here.  
2. Submit revised ouline within 24 hours of this meeting if possible (30 points)  
3. Submit final slides for review and comment by Thursday evening May 14th 11:25pm (50 points)  
4. May 11th Present slides in class via Zoom* May 11th 1:25/1:50pm/2:15pm/2:40pm and 3:05pm ends 3:35pm  
   (presentations will be in order final draft slides received…unless Jeffery has a better idea) 50 points  
5. Submit your comments/notes on other May 11th presentations.   (25 points)  
6. Submit final presentation in PowerPoint format with any final revisions (may not be necessary, 10 points) 
   
Group 2: UUBI in India, Iran, Kenya & Alternatives (Matthew, Joe, Grace Schmidt: references to text needed) 
Group 3: Homelessness & Health (Robert Couyoumjian, James Parney, Mental Health, John Gaccione,  

Noelia Bautista and Jessica Gonzalez) See homeless page  
Group 4: Green New Deal (7 members: Grace Conklin, Mary Hurstell, Thomas Cole, Anita Gitta, Tyler  

Genevay, Winthrop Reed, Aiden Hannon) see .  
Group 5: Gender Inequality (Gillian Bennis, Emily Seeberger, Ujma Haque, Daniel Salvio and Nicolette 

Waldron, B&D’s views on gender inequality) 
 
 
 
Genderal comments on Gender Presentation May 11th 2020  
 
Perhaps add all or part of this this quote someplace: Even men do not seem to waste the money; when the transfers are 
given at random to either a man or a woman, there is no difference in how much is spent on food versus, say, alcohol or 
tobacco.28 We are still in favor of giving the money to the woman, because it restores a little of the balance of power 
within the family and might allow her to do what she deems important (including working outside of the home29), but not 
so much because we think that the man will drink it up. Banerjee and Duflo, 2019. Good Economics for Hard Times (p. 
289). Public Affairs. Kindle Edition 
 
General comments on the Gender presentation (see the pptx file with a long ADA file name).  
 
The section on female leaders is great, Angela Merkel and Jacinda Ardern are great world leaders generally, not just 
during COVID (let me know if you need access to these articles).  
 
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/04/jacinda-ardern-new-zealand-leadership-coronavirus/610237/ 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/30/opinion/coronavirus-leadership.html 
 
One area which interests me is the link to B&D's position (see the quote I put on the calendar).  In part because of her 
famous paper on South African reparations, early on Professor Duflo resisted claims that targeting women was always the 
best approach (see her 2012 lunch with the FT and her 1st book, which I can help with) In fact JPAL really question 
Microfinance programs that targeted women (though they did validate CCT programs that almost always send payments 
to women or mothers).   There also many post Nobel book tour interviews with Professor Duflo where audience members 
ask her about targeting women (and see the quote above). 
 
With respect to wealth inequality and LRF-growth Piketty being quizzed by Professor Boushey in a 2014 discussion of 
Captial we discussed this in the class,  Basically women in China, Spain, Italy, Japan and Russia have stopped having 
children (with good reason...)  As imigration slows the United States birth rate has fallen below 2.1 (it is now down to 
1.71) and is even lower in Europe.  As Pikketty says this increases wealth inequality and slows growth even China will 
take a hit, the one child policy ended in 2015 but women are not having more children (as the government hoped).   
 
This video clip  and this guide has the key quotes and on Piketty and gender inequality see also the recent Economist 
interview...    
 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1btXhU8wcnzIRduuWtvFUspWUXOdXKEFdj3cDNU-5bak/edit#gid=0
http://www.gdsnet.org/PikettyBousheyInequalityGender2014.mp4
http://www.gdsnet.org/PikettyonGenderInequalityOctober3rd2014.pdf
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References:   
UBI: Banerjee et al. Abhijit Banerjee, Paul Niehaus, Tavneet Suri (2019)  Universal Basic Income In The 
Developing World NBER Working Paper 25598  http://www.nber.org/papers/w25598 
Homelessness and health: William N. Evans David C. Philips Krista J. Ruffini (2029) Reducing And Preventing 
Homelessness: A Review Of The Evidence And Charting A Research Agenda   NBER WP 26232    
Philippe Van Parijs  A Basic Income for All, Boston Review October/ November 2000 issue of Boston 
Review “If you really care about freedom, give people an unconditional income” see also “Welfare Queens” 
John Miller (2019) UBI is having a moment,  Can advocates convince a skeptical public?  
InterAm dialogue (2020) April Impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic on Migrants and Remittances to Latin 
America and the Caribbean 
VoxDev 2020  The End of Capitalism? 
WSJ, April 23rd Homeless: A Day in the Live of a Doctor Treating Homeless people in Chicago  
Malnutritions and the Efficiency wage Fall 2014      Food Value Chain China Morning Post  
 Ravallion, Martin (2017) UBI strawmen    Global Inequality Trends Spring 2020 
U.S. Education faces $15B hit  
 
Attendance and recording of lectures; groups in Bb starts next assignment, so everyone should turn in the 
project summary (see below).  Please see our new COVID-19 news pdf** page and Economist’s views Page 
and other news stories   NY Times Coronavirus   Senate Guide to the CARES Act  Brookings Institutions What 
more can be done? 4-3-20 Rashawn Ray 8 Recommendation of Universities and professors during Coronavirus 

CARES is changing, you do not you have to file taxes to receive a check 
(all social security recipients added in)? What is the maximum income 
cut off for receiving any benefits?  Will most social security recipients be 
poor? Is Figure 1 below consistent with with shared prosperity?  
Confusing: as with payment (transfer) is called Federal tax rebate, what 

is the practical reason for this?  Dylan Mathews says Social Distancing may be better in the long run  what is his 
evidence?  Who ignored the 1918 flu?  Did we do better this time? Which cities took social distancing 
seriously?   (and calendar Archive, Tired of COVID-19? Take this UNDP course on SDG indicator 2.2 MPIsv   
Does Social Distancing work? Evidence from the 2018 Spanish Flu See Table 1   
George W. Bush in 2005: "If we wait for a pandemic to appear, it will be too late to prepare." https://abcn.ws/39H2484  In 
the Summer of 2005 President Bush read John Barry’s the great flu Influenza  
 
The Africa Stop Ebola sng by Tiken Jah Fakoly, Amadou & Mariam, Salif Keita, Oumou Sangare… serves the 
same purpose as the Anthony Fauci instagram post with Steph Curry which is to do what? (Curry explains about 
5 minutes in.. What metric will allow Sports to start up again.. (see minute seven minutes).  What is mitigation?  
Ebola: Price Guarantee Spurred Vaccine Development for Poor Nations  (Michael Kremer, Jonathan Levin and 
Christopher Snyder, Advance Market Commitments: Insights from Theory and Experience, NBER wp 26775)  
 
Figure 1 Vox 9 charts showing what coronavirus is doing to our economy 

http://www.nber.org/papers/w25598
http://www.nber.org/papers/w25598
http://www.nber.org/papers/w26232
http://bostonreview.net/archives/BR25.5/vanparijs.html
http://www.bostonreview.net/class-inequality/scott-w-stern-covid-19-and-welfare-queens
https://www.americamagazine.org/politics-society/2019/10/02/universal-basic-income-having-moment-can-advocates-convince-skeptical
https://www.thedialogue.org/analysis/impact-of-the-covid-19-pandemic-on-migrants-and-remittances-to-latin-america-and-the-caribbean/
https://voxdev.org/topic/health-education/capitalism-s-broken-promises
https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-day-in-the-life-of-a-doctor-treatinghomeless-people-in-the-age-of-coronavirus-11587634201?mod=hp_lead_pos13
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240Malnutrition_Fall2014.pdf
https://voxeu.org/article/arguments-against-basic-income-are-straw-men
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240GlobalInequalityTrendsSp2020v2.pdf
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/3081163/coronavirus-us-education-faces-us15-billion-hit-chinese-students-stay
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240BreakoutGroupDay3v2.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240BreakoutGroupDay3v2.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240Covid_19NewsReadings.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/%20EconmistsCOVID19ViewsAcemoglueForeignAffairsMarch23rd2020.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240Covid_19NewsReadings.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/world/coronavirus-live-news-updates.html?action=click&pgtype=Article&state=default&module=styln-coronavirus-markets&variant=show&region=TOP_BANNER&context=storyline_menu?action=click&pgtype=Article&state=default&module=styln-coronavirus-markets&variant=show&region=TOP_BANNER&context=storyline_menu
https://www.sbc.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/guide-to-the-cares-act
https://www.brookings.edu/research/fed-response-to-covid19/
https://www.brookings.edu/research/fed-response-to-covid19/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/brown-center-chalkboard/2020/04/03/8-recommendations-for-universities-and-professors-during-the-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2020/3/31/21199874/coronavirus-spanish-flu-social-distancing
https://mailchi.mp/709afb33a6d7/orientation-to-peace-parks-development-and-management-mooc-487453?e=dcb1e38d41
http://www.gdsnet.org/HowardMarkelNonPharmInterventions1918_1919.pdf
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/george-bush-2005-wait-pandemic-late-prepare/story?id=69979013
https://abcn.ws/39H2484
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/george-bush-2005-wait-pandemic-late-prepare/story?id=69979013
https://youtu.be/ruYQY6z3mV8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iuX826AGXWU
https://youtu.be/iuX826AGXWU
https://www.nber.org/digest/apr20/apr20.pdf
https://www.nber.org/papers/w26775
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2020/3/30/21184401/coronavirus-covid-19-economy-charts
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April 2nd Andrew Yang, Asian Americans are not the Virus...  Ted Lieu: xenophobic panic during a crisis  
Josh Rogin  Don’t Blame China, blame the CCP    The blame game: Vox: a failure to prepare  
How economists view the policy response to the Covid-19 crisis so far  Ravallion SDG1: The Last 3%    
Vox Future Perfect: coronavirus in 9 charts   The Homeless are the most vulnerable  
  
April 1st  See the latest project summary (pdf) (see Bb or the word template).  Also please take a look at these 
notes on Homelessness as an example of how to use our texts.  Soon Bb will know what group you are in, so 
everyone will automatically get credit for their groups efforts.  The new template mainly asks each group for a 
title and a plan, in the form of a hypothetical summary  Writing a summary before you have done the research is 
a challenge, but thinking through a possible trajectory as a group helps get everyone on the same page and to 
ses what matters to them.  Will your summary change? Of course it will as you talk and do reading.   Just 
immagine a possible outcome for your project, everyone contributes, you have some luck with sources, and a 
world in turmoil changes in your direction.  Suddenly, there lots of jobs again, new infrastructure is being build, 
attitutudes toward homelessness, medical care and a green economy have changed, what looked like astonishing 
obtacles opportunties (schools close for example, Doctors advise patients from miles away) If this virus persists, 
recovery may be slow, but for now interest rates are close to zero and many people are looking for work, 
meanwhiles those with income over 20 million per year (Piketty?) may be happy to contribute 2% of their 
wealth to rebuild social programs and infrastructugre.  Perhaps CARES v IV will be a massive new green 
infrastructure program, training millions for new jobs outside the city (until we find a vaccine). The  new WPA 
which puts everyone to work finding more space for social distant living, reducing CO2 emissions by driving 
less to work and helping may learn new skills using cheaper viturual learning methods.  Remote working a few 
days a week allows parents to find good jobs with flexible hours. Meanwhile, workers who lose their jobs to 
automation or trade are able to retrain for good paying jobs not too far from their existing housed or apartments. 
Those traditionally excluded from good housing and good schools find themselves in new Mount Laurel NJs, 
affordable housing with good schools and safe neighborhoods.  An all their children find their way into good 
low cost colleges the flatten the income distribution (as SUNY/CUNY do). Just today UC Chancellor 
Nepoaltiano announced UC would suspend use of SAT scores for admissions, giving the UC system for 
example more flexibility to admit a wider range of students… Each group has to do two things: reference some 
of the course readings and reference some economic literature, including a widely cited classic reading and a 
recent survey, following up on the Homelessness example here is your recent literature survey, 
 
Chetty, Raj, Nathaniel Hendren, & Lawrence F. Katz (2016) “The Effects of Exposure to Better Neighborhoods 
on Children: New Evidence from the Moving to Opportunity Experiment.” American Economic Review 106 
(4): 855–902. https://doi.org/10.1257/aer.20150572.       Cited by 1356 
 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/04/01/andrew-yang-coronavirus-discrimination/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/ted-lieu-trump-is-stoking-xenophobic-panic-in-a-time-of-crisis/2020/03/18/91433600-6959-11ea-b313-df458622c2cc_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/dont-blame-china-for-the-coronavirus--blame-the-chinese-communist-party/2020/03/19/343153ac-6a12-11ea-abef-020f086a3fab_story.html
https://www.vox.com/2020/4/1/21202987/coronavirus-pandemic-trump-deaths
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/businessreview/2020/03/31/how-economists-view-the-policy-response-to-the-covid-19-crisis-so-far/
https://www.cgdev.org/publication/sdg1-last-three-percent
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2020/3/30/21184401/coronavirus-covid-19-economy-charts
https://www.vox.com/2020/3/18/21183812/covid-19-coronavirus-homeless
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240BreakoutGroupDay3v2.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240GroupProjectNotesApril1st_v2.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Climbing-Mount-Laurel-Struggle-Affordable/dp/0691157294
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/aer.20150572
https://doi.org/10.1257/aer.20150572.
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cites=14593109523353163362&as_sdt=5,33&sciodt=0,33&hl=en
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Jencks, Christopher (1995) The homeless. Harvard University Press, 1995   Cited by 794 
 
March 30th Revised group project Summary email to Jeffrey and me April 1st if possible.  CDC COVID-19   
 
Homelessness Readings (google drive)   California bests New York?    
 Times Coronavirus Outbreak Times Coronavirus Outbreak   Brookings webinar   Perspective on CARES Act  
 
Meshry follow up US Aid Foreign Aid by Country:  Phillipines   Mauritania   Colombia   Ethiopia   UNHR  
 Paula Ospina     Linkedin    Why might Peace corps workers been safer in rurul Africa? (hint: Jared Diamond)    
 
CDC Statement on NYC Trans and Delivery workers   Carmen Rheinhart: This Time is Truly Different   Forever different 
 
What economists call creative destruction (hint: as silver lining of recessions)  
ICUs leverage remote doctors and telemedicine to manage COVID deluge     
Terms: SARS-COV2 vs. COVID-19   HIV vs Aids 
March 26th Two special events/experiments: On March 26th at 4:15pm El Mechry El Koudouss Fordham PhD 
student (ABD) will speak briefly on how Mauritania became the only SSA country on track to achieve SDG 1 
(eliminate severe poverty by 2030, Peace Corps and the middle class  Day 2: Breakout Group Questions 
 
March 23rd: Welcome back from Spring Break, as the NY Times suggests, New York and this class will have before and 
after coronavirus incarnation.  For at least two lectures we will review the actual and potential impact of this ongoing 
pandemic on poverty and inequality (and vice versa).  We will continue to use Bb for tests and written assignments but 
will move the class from Webex to Zoom (if you are using Bb Collaborate for other classes let us now how it works).  We 
will continue to use a combination of text and online readings, if you have time tomorrow skim the two Baldwin articles 
listed below… here is the John Hopkins data board  (see PBS Newshour’s discussion with engineering professor Lauren 
Gardner at Johns Hopkins, minute 6:30) on for note that both China and South Korea have largely contained COVID-19, 
now most cases are outside Asia, in Europe and the United States (see Which country has flattened its Cononavirus curve?  
As Thomas Friedman suggests, the world (and this class) will be before and after Corona (most news outlines have made 
their COVID coverage public access, but let me know if you hit a paywall, we can fix this. Scientists testing 69 drugs, 
including chloroquine (but see the Nigeria story).   
 
Important class will be held on zoom, your in person attendance is very important, today please do a Zoom precheck 
with Jeffery 2-3:45 (before class will be 10 points, while attendance will be 10 points). When you log into the class say 
hello and type any questions you might have.  We will be restructuring the groups, so if you have already done some work 
on your project, we will provide a place on Bb to hand it in what you have so far. Note you now have the option to talk 
this class pass/fail, you should have an email from your college Dean (let me know if you did not receive this email).      
 
Where is Federal Gov getting funds for the CARES Act and other interventions…  
 
Why structural racism matters in coping with Social Distancing  Andre Perry Brookings March 20th 2020  
 
ACQA-4 Explain briefly why will COVID-19 social distancing be harder on Black and Hispanic families?   
 
COVID-19 FAQs on Economic Impact and Policy Response Jay Shambaugh March 23rd Brookings  
 
If you have time, take a look at these articles before class, we will discuss then during today’s lecture.  
 
Baldwin, Richard (2020) The COVID-19 upheaval scenario: Inequality and pandemic make an explosive mix. March 15th 
2020, Voxeu CEPR Policy Portal.  
 
Baldwin, Richard (2020) It’s not exponential: An economist’s view of the epidemiological curve March 12th  Voxeu 
CEPR Policy Portal.  
 

https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cites=4483695720014619642&as_sdt=5,33&sciodt=0,33&hl=en
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240BreakoutGroupDay2.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pSAAbVVufA7FroKGW0-oqMVn4Fqt4-z8?usp=sharing
https://messaging-custom-newsletters.nytimes.com/template/oakv2?campaign_id=49&emc=edit_ca_20200330&instance_id=17185&nl=california-today&productCode=CA&regi_id=392501&segment_id=23294&te=1&uri=nyt%3A%2F%2Fnewsletter%2F0d3580e9-5b43-407b-b818-b5380560ce62&user_id=189f44adb769974f17f6c98ff0de52b5
https://www.brookings.edu/events/covid-19-and-the-economy/
https://www.brookings.edu/
https://explorer.usaid.gov/cd/PHL?fiscal_year=2019&measure=Obligations
https://explorer.usaid.gov/cd/MRT?fiscal_year=2019&measure=Obligations
https://explorer.usaid.gov/cd/COL?fiscal_year=2019&measure=Obligations
https://explorer.usaid.gov/cd/ETH?fiscal_year=2019&measure=Obligations
https://www.unhcr.org/528a0a2bb.pdf
https://www.newyorker.com/search/q/Paula
https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0326-nyc-truck-driver-guidance.html
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/covid19-crisis-has-no-economic-precedent-by-carmen-reinhart-2020-03
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2020/03/20/what-will-have-changed-forever-after-coronavirus-abates/?arc404=true&itid=lk_readmore_manual_48
https://www.wsj.com/articles/icus-leverage-remote-doctors-and-telemedicine-to-manage-coronavirus-deluge-11585368006?mod=hp_lead_pos7
http://www.gdsnet.org/%20ECON3240PeaceCorpsMiddleClass.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/%20Breakout%20Groups%20ECON3240BreakoutGroupProjectv1.pdf
https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6
https://youtu.be/ahPQtyJZ-lk?t=414
https://youtu.be/ahPQtyJZ-lk?t=414
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/19/world/coronavirus-flatten-the-curve-countries.html?algo=top_conversion&fellback=false&imp_id=420520077&imp_id=453728338&action=click&module=Most%20Popular&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/17/opinion/coronavirus-trends.html?action=click&module=Opinion&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/22/science/coronavirus-drugs-chloroquine.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/22/science/coronavirus-drugs-chloroquine.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.sbc.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/guide-to-the-cares-act
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2020/03/20/black-americans-were-forced-into-social-distancing-long-before-the-coronavirus/?utm_campaign=Brookings%20Brief&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=85215233
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/up-front/2020/03/23/covid-19-and-the-u-s-economy-faq-on-the-economic-impact-policy-response/?utm_campaign=Brookings%20Brief&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=85215233
https://voxeu.org/article/inequality-and-pandemic-make-explosive-mix
https://voxeu.org/article/it-s-not-exponential-economist-s-view-epidemiological-curve
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There are also two “instant books” which may be of interest, we will read selected chapters, none of which are very long,   
 
Baldwin, Richard and Beatrice Weder di Mauro(2020) "Economics in the Time of COVID-19" A VoxEU.org 
Book, CEPR Press. March 6th   
 
And the slightly more technical book we will read in my ECON 5450 Class (many interesting articles, most whor and 
nontechnical) Baldwin, Richard and Beatrice Weder di Mauro(2020) Mitigating the COVID Economic Crisis: Act Fast 
and Do Whatever It Takes, A VoxEu.org Book, CEPR Press.  
 
Depending on your project, you may also want to take a look at these articles:  
 
Piketty’s Capital and Ideology, Harvard University Press  
 
QR-AC2 What do Mollie Orshansky and Anthony Fauci have in common?  What infamous virus did Dr. Fauci 
make his reputation studying?  What Presidential candidate identified Dr. Fauci his greatest hero during a 
presidential campaign event?  Fauci was a hero during the Ebola crisis because he did what to better understand 
how the virus worked? Why was this especially brave in the case of Ebola?  Hence Dr. Fauci was quite pleased 
to report the result of the August 9th PALM clinical trial in the DRC (PALM stands for Pamoja Tulind Maisha 
or “together we save lives”).  Who manufactures the most effective therapeutic REGN-EB3?  Regeneron’s  
Pharmaceuticals headquarters is in the old Tarrytown-Eastview headquarters of Union Carbide (now in 
Houston).  This suggests buildings don’t have karma…why did Regeneron choose to locate in Tarrytown (hint: 
Amazon 2).  What does this illustrate about location specific policies? Why might this approach not work in 
other towns or commuter zones?  What other “green new deal” location focused policies have been a great 
success according to B&D, 2019.  What prominent economists advocate location subsidies, which oppose 
them?  Apply this argument to bidding among cities/states for sports teams and Amazon2 and medical supplies 
and vaccines.  Why do economists appreciate this competition more than some others? 
 
QR-AC3 Which of these celebrities (from the NY Times) came to Fordham and almost single handidly brought 
down poverty and disease in Africa over the objection of many Republlican Senators from the deep South 
(including Jesse Helms and Tren Lott, Biden made deals with them ).  QR-AC1.2 The original caption for this 
NY Times photo was “the 5 types of celebrities you meet during a global pandemic” why was “global” 
redundant?  ?Jared Letto? 

 
March 12th: To participate in today’s class please click this link open webex 5 mins before the 
class starts at   
 
M12-1 Midterm grades deadline is now March 26th, please turn in all HW revisions by 11:59 3-
14-20 so your midterm grade reflects all your work.  HW #3 Heather Bousey Unbound  
M12-2 You will have another opportunity to take Quiz #1 after today’s class ends for credit (20 

points). Since everyone has taken the practice test we will rely mainly on in class questions.  Please type question in the 
chat, or email Jeffery at jyozwiak@fordham.edu He will monitor the Webex chat and stop me periodically to answer your 
questions.   M12-3 As discussed in class, Acemoglu One large Dutch company the innovation frontier, it took 20 years, 
but a “nondescript suburb of Eindhoven, the Netherlands’ fifth-biggest city. “Yet on closer inspection, the case for Veldhoven looks 
compelling. It is home to ASML, the world’s sole manufacturer of the most advanced equipment critical to modern chipmaking. If 
chips make the world go round, ASML may be the closest the multi-trillion-dollar global tech industry has to a linchpin” 
M12-4  We now have an COVID-19 page, tracking this pandemic [definition?] we never wish for this, this spread of this 
virus has lessons for the role of inequality and poverty  
Replace midterm exam by weekly quizzes?  COVID-19 is a natural experiment, not a pleasant one but enlightening. 
HWs 1-4 and online quizzes. For quizzes and the midterm review sheets will be posted March 6th (here is a preliminary 
draft you will get an BB email when it is available). One of (short) answer questions will focus your group project, you 
bring printed quotes (with page numbers) and typed author, date references with you, here are some suggested project 
references/topics one reference should be from the course and one new to the course reading (we will post suggested or 
course readings for each topic next week). To see what others in your group are reading, we will create a Bb discussion 

https://voxeu.org/content/economics-time-covid-19
https://voxeu.org/content/mitigating-covid-economic-crisis-act-fast-and-do-whatever-it-takes
https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674980822&content=toc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mollie_Orshansky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_Fauci
https://www.healio.com/infectious-disease/emerging-diseases/news/online/%7B271b423f-6d98-408f-a1b7-541222ac9d0b%7D/two-of-four-ebola-treatments-prove-effective-in-drc-trial
http://www.gdsnet.org/HeatherBousheyUnbound2H.pdf
mailto:jyozwiak@fordham.edu
http://gdsnet.org/EconomistASMLChipmakerFeb29th2020.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240Covid_19NewsReadings.pdf
http://gdsnet.org/ECON3240QuizandMidtermReviewSheetSp2020.pdf
http://gdsnet.org/ECON3240QuizandMidtermReviewSheetSp2020.pdf
http://gdsnet.org/ECON3240ProjectReferencesResourcesSp2020v1.pdf
http://gdsnet.org/ECON3240ProjectReferencesResourcesSp2020v1.pdf
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groups please sign up and contribute, this is an experiment but hopefully we can get it to work midterm.  A short-term 
achievable goal is let you choose the topic of one midterm essay…   COVID-19 in Africa?  Patricia Geli WB      
How to terminate Homelessness( Arnold s Pew Research: Inequality Update )  
 
March 8th is International Women’s day & the 25th anniversary of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for 
Action we will interpret this years theme Generation Equality as promoting policies and programs that enhance 
women’s social mobility, at home and in households, in the U.S. and in developing countries.  Oh oh bad news? 
Forced labor in Qindao Nike Factory?  Report from Australia on Uighur women workers (how to say it…)  

  
 
HW #5 on Pandemics, epidemics and capitalism, pdf  due March 4th (but always BB has the last word, check 
there please).  HW4 on the Lewis Model and Human Capital investment (Heather Boushey) will be after HW#4 
on Viruses and Capitalism, and the final  
HW #4 on Gender, human capital, Heather Boushey and Tomas Piketty (What’s wrong with inequality?)  
HW#3 pdf,  due Feb 27th please use word template for your answers and submit on Blackboard, need help?   
 
Special Projects: Choose or suggest one before March 13th    
Group 1 UBI in advanced countries (solution for homelessness?) 
Group 2 UUBI or India’s NREGA (national rural is developing countries (pros & cons) low UBI payments? 
Group 3 Homelessness in Calif & NYC please see new homelessness page  
Group 4 Green new deal (a carbon tax vs. guaranteed jobs for all?)  
Group 5 Gender Inequality and Growth/Poverty (Heather Boushey on Human Capital and early childhood 
microfinance and mobile money (MPESA), Queen Maxima reaches out to Nigeria’s poor women  
Group 6 Poverty and Population growth in Africa (Melinda Gates, Moment of lift, African Growth Miracle)  
Group 7 Other topics?  Child Refugees Central America & Sahel climate migration, CRS and Clinic migration 
 
Can a UBI end homelessness (Yang is gone but his idea is not)       
It appears COVAD-19 will not be as bad as he 1918 Pandemic (H1N1) was worse 
IMF FD Nature’s solution to climate change            Piketty and Heather Bousey on Gender & inequality  
 
Hilary Hoynes and Jesse Rothstein on a UBI in the U.S. and Advance Countries (Feb 2019)  
 
Before Quiz next week: Tomas Piketty and Heather Boushey 2014 panel, what does Piketty say reduce 
inequality in OECD countries? Is there equality at Piketty’s House What do you think of Capital and Ideology?  
 
EITC vs. Minimum Wage: substitutes or complements?  Williams, Erica, and Samantha Waxman (2019) "State 
earned income tax credits and minimum wages work best together." Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 
updated March 7th 2019  Cited by 7   pdf version   Course readings: Card and Krueger (see HW#3) 
 
HW#3 pdf,  due date Feb 27th, final due date, points, word template for your answers (mandatory, use the 
word template, please) check Blackboard   
 
America’s poor families     Quiz #1 Review    Internal Migration China  
 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/africa-in-focus/2020/02/28/preparing-for-the-coronavirus-and-other-epidemics-in-africa/?utm_campaign=Brookings%20Brief&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=84075934
https://us11.campaign-archive.com/?e=70a615cea4&u=5f4af3af825368013c58e4547&id=b5bca42fbc
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/02/07/6-facts-about-economic-inequality-in-the-u-s/
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2019/12/announcer-international-womens-day-2020-theme
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/china-compels-uighurs-to-work-in-shoe-factory-that-supplies-nike/2020/02/28/ebddf5f4-57b2-11ea-8efd-0f904bdd8057_story.html
https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ad-aspi/2020-03/Uyghurs%20for%20sale_Final.pdf
https://youtu.be/nfdY6RmRku4
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240Covid19ReadingsVaccineInnovationCapitalism.pdf
https://www.economist.com/podcasts/2020/02/13/whats-wrong-with-inequality
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_LDQ3PovertyIndiaChinaSp2020Template.pdf
http://gdsnet.org/ECON3240TechnicalSupport.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/EvansPhilipsRuffini2019Homelessness.pdf
https://www.coalitionforthehomeless.org/
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240DrivingGrowthbyReducingGenderInequality.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/HeatherBousheyUnbound2H.pdf
https://www.latimes.com/books/la-ca-jc-moment-of-lift-melinda-gates-review-20190424-s
https://medium.com/@sasmalle/andrew-yang-could-end-involuntary-homelessness-in-america-overnight-694b8eb826bf
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/1918-pandemic-h1n1.html
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2019/12/natures-solution-to-climate-change-chami.htm?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
http://www.gdsnet.org/PikettyonGenderInequalityOctober3rd2014.pdf
http://papers.nber.org/tmp/66030-w25538.pdf
https://www.cbpp.org/research/state-budget-and-tax/state-earned-income-tax-credits-and-minimum-wages-work-best-together
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cites=16323977969901118112&as_sdt=5,33&sciodt=0,33&hl=en
https://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/7-12-06sfp.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_LDQ3PovertyIndiaChinaSp2020Template.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240AmericasPoorFamiliesChildren.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240_FTLewisTurningPointQuizReview.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/InternalMigrationNotesLewisModelChina3.pdf
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Conditional Cash Transfers and the larger issues raised by cash transfers.  See the last two page of B&D chapter 
8 especially pp. 273-76, are these the answers to trade dislocation and technical change (automation)? Perhaps 
part of the answer, but the United States should follow Europe in implementing Active Labor Market policies, 
and using subsidies to support declining regions (such as Dayton Ohio)?  We have discussed regional and 
gender inequalities, fortunately the World Data Lab anticipated our questions and added rural and urban/male 
and female tallies on poverty (some things have not changed, which is the only country in Africa on track to 
meet SDG 1 by 2030.  How much extreme poverty is there in Mexico, the United States, China and or India 
(according to the WDL?).  Is the WDL data from the World Bank?  Is this data reliable?  Why is the WDL so 
focused on the middle class (defined by $PPP 2011 consumption greater that $10 or 13/day as compared to 
extreme poverty of $1.90/day.  Does the World Bank or the UN have any SDG targets relevant to the global 
middle class?  Where is the middle class in the elephant diagram?  Have they been doing well since 1990 (hint: 
we run into them in the American Factory now run by Cao’s Fayoa Glass company and in the Coach Factory 
Min and Guimin worked for?)  Black History Month:  Katherine Johnson dies at 101, Mathematician broke 
barriers at NASA   Capitalism Alone, Inequality and Hyper-commercialization Planet Money interview with 
Branko Milanovic 
 
Evidently we  FT article on Chinese Migration, and answer these HW#4 here  Special Extra Credit, please 
attend CIPs Social Justice day event tonight at 6pm in 1 Keating thanks to Jack and Grace attending…some 
great pictures .   
 
What do the top 1% do?   Cathrine Rampell (WP also has nice list, a bit hard to read     ADA guidelines    WS 
Equitable Growth in 8 Figures  Midterm March 4th a Monday   Piketty inequality slides (short version)      
Closing inequalities UN ILO event Thursday Feb 20th       
 
Feb 18th Global Inequality Lecture Notes              
 
How can the US help address Africa's youth bulge?     Entrepreneur and former Presidential Candidate Andrew 
Yang on AI (which is? What is it good for?)    Jeffrey, can we watch this video w/o a sub to the WSJ? Recall 
Wang proposed a UBI for the U.S., what was his reasoning?  Is he a New Yorker?  What was his job in 
New York?  Is he likely in the tops 1%?     
UNICEF on how to avoid Novel Coronavirus Michael Specter New Yorker how to prepare for another..  
 
Tales of the Unexpected: gender equality and social progress in Bangladesh    (2015 Eva Colorni Lecture )   
 
Microcredit in India   Migrant worker Munee   ILO on child Labour     Eliminating the worst forms of   
UNICEF Online safety certification in BGD 
 
Old business: why is the 14th amendment so important? Was this case description missing from HW 2 Fisher V. 
University Of Texas At Austin Et al 2016.   Held: The race-conscious admissions program in use at the time of 
petitioner’s application is lawful under the Equal Protection Clause.  Nothing but good news today… 
Wikipedia: The Equal Protection Clause is a clause from the text of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United 
States Constitution. The clause, which took effect in 1868, provides "nor shall any State [...] deny to any person 
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws".  See also Loving v. Virginia 1967 is Valentine’s day the 
same as Loving day? No, you are thinking of June 12th the day Chief Justice Earl Warren wrote "the freedom to 
marry, or not marry, a person of another race resides with the individual, and cannot be infringed by the State." 
congratulations Mayor Pete…    

http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240CCTsandChildLabor.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_labour_market_policies
https://worldpoverty.io/map
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/24/science/katherine-johnson-dead.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/24/science/katherine-johnson-dead.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.npr.org/2020/02/20/807828611/timecard-capitalists
https://www.npr.org/2020/02/20/807828611/timecard-capitalists
https://www.ft.com/content/767495a0-e99b-11e4-b863-00144feab7de
http://www.gdsnet.org/posterFeb2020v3.pdf
https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/packages/html/newsgraphics/2012/0115-one-percent-occupations/index.html?hp
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3248PresentationChecklistSummer2019.pdf
https://equitablegrowth.org/eight-graphs-that-tell-the-story-of-u-s-economic-inequality/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=82618318
https://equitablegrowth.org/eight-graphs-that-tell-the-story-of-u-s-economic-inequality/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=82618318
http://www.gdsnet.org/Piketty2020SlidesShortVersion.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/newyork/events-and-meetings/WCMS_735582/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.ilo.org/newyork/events-and-meetings/WCMS_735582/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240GlobalInequalityTrendsSp2020.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240GlobalInequalityTrendsSp2020.pdf
https://www.devex.com/news/how-can-the-us-help-address-africa-s-youth-bulge-96575?access_key=MkUF0g2_DYhC_cEXv8CoLtFXZXCH2srN&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=newswire&utm_campaign=yourheadlines&utm_content=text&mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWXpaaE5HWXpOakppWkRVNSIsInQiOiJ0MStTMFc4Vit1cDlsc2hBdVNmVjBcL0pCZGRQeUIwZE1cL1F2WGhxUVlXQjRMMXNzVHlTRDRJQnBZNmNHQzlSb0VkUnBSNnpBS214NVdOalwvczVUVTVvc0h2Vzd1YlJiSmpOS2NwajNjU0NxZGVMWGpxWGIzZHFZd1RIYm41UWRneiJ9
https://www.wsj.com/video/series/the-ai-interview/2020-democratic-presidential-candidate-andrew-yang-why-hes-running/84EEB0A8-364F-413F-AAFF-5766C9199853
https://www.wsj.com/video/series/the-ai-interview/2020-democratic-presidential-candidate-andrew-yang-why-hes-running/84EEB0A8-364F-413F-AAFF-5766C9199853
https://www.unicef.org/bangladesh/en/stories/novel-coronavirus
http://www.lse.ac.uk/lse-player?id=3522
http://www.evacolornitrust.org/
https://youtu.be/gtjc8Q8tT7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaaDWRu4UfY
https://www.ilo.org/ipec/facts/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.ilo.org/ipec/Informationresources/WCMS_IPEC_PUB_29875/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.unicef.org/bangladesh/en/press-releases/one-million-school-children-receive-online-safety-certification-next-year
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/15pdf/14-981_4g15.pdf
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/15pdf/14-981_4g15.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loving_v._Virginia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loving_Day
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Feb 10th   United States: Brookings Fighting Digital Poverty  
Thomas Piketty: reducing inequality by reducing gender inequality   
Does Foreign Aid help or hurt?   Coping with climate change in the 
SIDS and the Sahel  What creates growth miracles?   One growth 
strategy that works: China, Vietnam Ethiopia 
   

In 2007 Han Rosling predicted a BGD 
miracle?  What evidence does he 
have?  If you wanted to check what 
happened to poverty in BGD whare 
would you look? WB Poverty?   No, 
Povcalnet   How did the Lean Season program try to reduce malnutrition in 
Northern BGD? Why did Evidence in Action cancel its most recent trial?  What 
other immigration program does BGD have to reduce poverty. Will they help with 
the Lean Season program? 

Feb 6th Coronovirus, a test for China’s system (which is?) civilizations built by immigration (the NY Times also posts 
this series in Chinese). Academy award winner this weekend Netflix Documentary American Factory is a revealing look 
at a micro clash Chinese vs. American 
workers (right here in Dayton Ohio).  Why 
don’t Chinese workers bring their families?  
How is this typical of Chinese factory 
workers?  We see Chinese and American 
workers form bonds of friendship, which is 
different. Perhaps we can divide the 
documentary into 30 minutes segments, see 
the American Factory reviews in Atlantic 
Magazine  We can read this as we look at to 
“great migrations” one in the U.S. 1900 to 
1960 as migrants left impoverished 
communities in the South, heading to big 
cities in the North (and manufacturing jobs, including Michelle Obama’s father).  Meanwhile from 1990 to 2010 a similar 
but much larger (217 million people!) migration took place in China, as rural workers went to big cities (at least five 
which we need to pronounce correctly, anyone?)  Now China and the U.S. face similar crises, falling birthrates, an aging 
population, and obsolete poverty and health programs.  China Rural Urban Poverty   Internal Migration Poverty  
 Lewis Turning Point   
Feb 3rd Lecture: Growth Incidence Curves   Fordham vs. CCNY Mobility Tracker rankings  
The $2/day poverty Controversy  1.25% according to povcalnet.org in 2016 WSJ New Homeless Czar takes Aim    2019 
Hope Count Results     Malnutrition and Poverty (see FAO estimates)   Notes on Rel Child Poverty 
(2020 Hope count controversy)    How Poor Are America’s Poorest? U.S. $2 A Day Poverty in A Global Context     
HW #2 now available on Blackboard, please use docx template available there (this is a pdf copy) see also Notes on 
$2/day Poverty and relative poverty  Malnutrition and Poverty     
 
PS#1 graded: Computing Gini Coefficients not sure your answers were correct?  Email Jeffrey for your score and/or pick 
up before class in E530 Dealy before class Monday 2–3:30 PM (Jeffrey’s regular office hours). Here is the grading key: 1) 
label points on your hand drawn Lorenz Curve (5 pts) 2) compute Ginis and Inequality ratios showing formula (10 points) 
3) compare Gini for the poor with that for the island as a whole, inequality is higher ____? 15 Points) 4) also try question 
2 on Sen Severity measures (20-30 points) Resubmit did not submit, please turn in copy & then turn in Feb. 6th latest, not 
sure what to do email Jeffrey jyozwiak@fordham.edu     
 
Jan 30th Lecture  College Mobility Tracker (CUNY because I spoke at CCNY see slide 42 but see also Fordham 
University’s rankings, due to pressure from student and faculty and rankings like this one Fordham  Problem Set 2 which 
easier and will post it Friday Jan 31st with a due date next week you can already see the answers here… Mobility Lecture  
Relative Poverty 50% of the median income see the OECD on relative poverty see also Moretti’s the Geography of Jobs 
slides    But what about $2/day poverty in the U.S.?  See Dylan Mathew’s June 2019 Vox)  and the 2nd have of  PS #2 

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2020/02/05/neighborhood-broadband-data-makes-it-clear-we-need-an-agenda-to-fight-digital-poverty/?utm_campaign=Brookings%20Brief&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=83108134
https://youtu.be/JPTwE0qIuNA
https://youtu.be/JPTwE0qIuNA
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/poverty
http://iresearch.worldbank.org/PovcalNet/povOnDemand.aspx
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240MalnutrionandTheLeanSeason.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/06/world/asia/coronavirus-china.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/06/world/asia/coronavirus-china.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
https://dankanator.com/42789/best-documentary-award-oscars-2020-predictions-who-will-win/
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/08/american-factory-review-julia-reichert-steven-bognar/597067/
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/08/american-factory-review-julia-reichert-steven-bognar/597067/
http://www.gdsnet.org/ChinaRuralUrbanPoverty.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/InternalMigrationNotesLewisModelChina.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/767495a0-e99b-11e4-b863-00144feab7de
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240ElephantDiagramSpring2020.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/projects/college-mobility/fordham-university
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/projects/college-mobility/city-college-of-new-york
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_Noteson2dollarDayPovertyRatesSp2020.pdf
http://iresearch.worldbank.org/PovcalNet/povOnDemand.aspx
http://www.gdsnet.org/NewHomelessnessCzarTakesAimaHousingFirstFeb3rdWSJ.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/NYCHopeCount2019Results.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/NYCHopeCount2019Results.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ6460MalnutritionPovertyTraps2.pdf
http://www.fao.org/sustainable-development-goals/indicators/211/en/
http://gdsnet.org/ECON3240NotesonRelativePovertyAmongChildren.pdf
https://gothamist.com/news/before-annual-street-homeless-count-city-officials-sought-more-beds-providers
https://www.brookings.edu/research/how-poor-are-americas-poorest-u-s-2-a-day-poverty-in-a-global-context/
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_LDQ2PovertySp2020PDF.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_Noteson2dollarDayPovertyRatesSp2020.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_Noteson2dollarDayPovertyRatesSp2020.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECRG3240_PS2_S2020v2nowanswers.pdf
mailto:jyozwiak@fordham.edu
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/projects/college-mobility/city-college-of-new-york
http://www.gdsnet.org/MigrationMobilityInequalityCCNY2017v3.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/projects/college-mobility/fordham-university
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/projects/college-mobility/fordham-university
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_PS2_RelativePovertySp2020.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240_MobilityandInequality2020edited.pdf
https://ourworldindata.org/uploads/2013/12/Child_Poverty-1.png
http://www.frdb.org/be/file/_scheda/files/slides_moretti_lecture.pdf
http://www.frdb.org/be/file/_scheda/files/slides_moretti_lecture.pdf
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2019/6/5/18650492/2019-poverty-2-dollar-a-day-edin-shaefer-meyer
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_PS2_RelativePovertySp2020.pdf
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Homelessness:   Lecture 3 Poverty Measures we now endorse relative poverty measures for the U.S. (not the world, 

because inequality rising in the U.S. and severe poverty is falling … 
$1.90/day $PPP 2011  
 
PS #1 corrected and ready to return Monday include formulas for you 
calculation and answer the sections 1A to 1D on the back.  
PS#1 How to compute a Gini Coefficient using your own Lorenz 
Curve. Questions ask in class or email Jeffrey jyozwiak@fordham.edu   
Martin Luther King holiday notes pptx;a School segregation, criminal 
justice reform, John Lewis’s courage      
Did we lose the U.S War on Poverty (listen MLK and LBG talk on the 
phone): the King-Kennedy-Johnson set relatively modest goals to reduce 
poverty there are two controversies, one is over the measurement of poverty, 
for example do we count food stamps and EITC Lecture Notes      LDQ 1 
HW, in class discussion Thursday Jan 23rd.  

 
 
War on Poverty who won?   December 2019 IZA (Deutsche Post) paper on a new “full income” U.S. poverty measure 
(see also Christopher Jencks, NY Review for a discussion of the various U.S. poverty measures).  Important note: these 
low poverty rates do not imply the problem of poverty has been eliminated in the United States, however some progress 
has been made in reducing severe poverty, and some of the “war on poverty” policies have made a difference.  However, 
the high pre-transfer poverty rates tell us that more need to be done, and access to basic healthcare (Medicaid) remains 
limited. Also as B&D 2019 and the documentary American Factory (see our web page for previews) emphasize a job is 
more  than an income it provides social status and a peer group, what Rajan call community, so even relatively generous 
UBI ($1000 a month for example) would not solve all the problems created by unemployment and lack of access to 
educational institutions.    
 
HW #2 Questions related to  MLK Lecture notes: answer when on BB when posted next week.  
 
LDQ 2.1 The incoming class of New York City’s magnet schools does not reflect the diversity of NY public schools, 
NYS schools are among the most segregated in nation as are those of Texas. Our Mayor and ex-Houston now NYC 
School superintendent Richard Carranza proposed eliminating the middle school admission tests and using other criteria 
to create a more representative study body.  It turns out they cannot do this, but who can, why? What intermediate 
solution did NYC implement? (hint: Summer classes). How will we know if this backup plan worked?  (b) Texas faced a 
similar problem and passed “Ten Percent Law” admitting the top 10% of everyone HS in Texas to UT Austin, its flagship 
state University. This approach has been challenged in court repeatedly, what did the Supreme Court decide in 2015 
(please quote their decision). (c) Sociologist Robert Putnam’s “bowling alone” research on the disadvantages was cited in 
the original lawsuit but decided to file an amicus brief criticizing his own research, briefly summarize his argument (in 
this Amicus brief)  
 
LDQ 2.2 A) Why did John Lewis wear a backpack?  B) What group did he represent? (he was badly inDuring the Selma 
march he was injured, today he is gravely ill.  Oprah Winfrey’s character played Annie Lee Cooper in the film, what was 
she trying to do at the Post Office?  Why the post office? 
 
LDQ 2.3 In her NY Times Sunday OpEd Michele Alexander,  author of the 2010 book the New Jim Crow, argues there 
has been too little progress in reducing mass incarceration of African Americans and Latinos (men & women). 2.3A What 
have progressive prosecutors like Marilyn Mosby done in Baltimore? 2.3B What has NYC and NYS done to reduce mass 
incarceration?  Why is this a poverty related issue?   Why do most economists favor controlled legalization of almost all 
drugs (see Freakonomics 2014)?  Why is this a risky strategy but perhaps the lesser evil? 
 
LDQ 2.4 A recent Brookings study finds that economic status of fellow students is as important as race, hence income and 
racial stagnation matter, which matters most, race or poverty? (please answer with a quote from the Brookings summary 
of the study).  They suggest MLK agree with this finding?  Does it suggest the U.S. is less racially divided today? 
 

http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_SP2013_Lecture3PovertyMeasures.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECRG3240_PS2_S2020v2nowanswers.pdf
mailto:jyozwiak@fordham.edu
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240TheNewJimCrow.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/USWaronPovertyLecture2020.pptx
http://www.gdsnet.org/USWaronPovertyLecture2020.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_LDQ_HW1WaronPovertyS2020.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ3240_LDQ_HW1WaronPovertyS2020.pdf
https://www.iza.org/publications/dp/12855/evaluating-the-success-of-president-johnsons-war-on-poverty-revisiting-the-historical-record-using-a-full-income-poverty-measure
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240TheNewJimCrow.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/USSupremeCourtFishervUnivTexasAustinTop10PercentLaw2015.pdf
https://tarlton.law.utexas.edu/ld.php?content_id=19666880
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/brown-center-chalkboard/2020/01/20/the-achievement-gap-in-education-racial-segregation-versus-segregation-by-poverty/?utm_campaign=Brookings%20Brief&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=82104355
https://calmatters.org/housing/2020/01/california-homelessness-czar-https:/calmatters.org/housing/2020/01/california-homelessness-czar-options-ratings-cost-efficiency/?utm_source=CalMatters+Newsletters&utm_campaign=be65f0404c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_25&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_faa7be558d-be65f0404c-150190509&mc_cid=be65f0404c&mc_eid=70a615cea4options-ratings-cost-efficiency/?utm_source=CalMatters+Newsletters&utm_campaign=be65f0404c-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_01_25&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_faa7be558d-be65f0404c-150190509&mc_cid=be65f0404c&mc_eid=70a615cea4
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Putnam, R. D. (2000). Bowling alone: America’s declining social capital. In Culture and politics (pp. 223-234). Palgrave 
Macmillan, New York.   
 
B&D course Texts One good omen is that the two MIT economists who authored our text won the Nobel Prize in 
Economics just weeks before Good Economics for Hard Times was published.  Professor Esther Duflo of MIT is the 
youngest economist ever to win a Nobel Prize.  The Third Pillar by Raghuram Rajan is also excellent, if you have a few 
minutes please read the preface before you come to class, it sets up our focus nicely as does the sub-title of Isabel 
Sawhill’s book, an economic agenda for a divided nation. Here are the first two chapters of Banerjee and Duflo 2019 (but 
please get the book ASAP)   
 
1st Lecture Notes The Great Gatsby Curve: rising inequality is associated with lower social mobility. If you 
have a minute, please watch the Lego Video  on our web page (watch for Absolute vs. Relative Mobility) and if 
possible the CEA 2012 Gatshy Curve Video     
 
Online answers: Please use the word template provided at answers, single spaced, in a different font, with 
quotes and references to readings where possible.  2014 or Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012 (APA style).  
 
Course related News: Jan 13th  WSJ Opinion: The Economy’s Inequality dividend   
NY Times  Kristof & WuDunn,2019 Who Killed the Knapps?     
Amazing NY Times interactive tour of a California Homeless Camp in Oakland and an informal settlement in 
Rey Nezahualcóyotl, east of Mexico City, in both camps temporary shelter becomes semi-permanent for 
families with children… UCSF’s Margot Kushel seeks solutions for homelessness (w/$30M from Marc Benioff 
Salesforce founder) 
NYC Hope count Monday Jan 27th : Participate in the Hope Count (it may be cold, so volunteer now?)  
Homes LDQ H1 Why does the Hope Count say there about 3500 homeless in NYC while the Coalition for the 
Homeless (an NGO) talk about 64,000+ homeless? (hint: literally homeless vs. just homeless) EC: why did 
homelessness increase during Mayor Deblasio’s term?  Why is the NY State Supreme Court 1981 Callahan v. 
Carey relevant here? PS#1 How to compute a Gini Coefficient using your own Lorenz Curve Lecture: Week 1 
Introduction: The Great Gatsby Curve and the Gini (Max Lorenz?): inequality and mobility PS#1 Inequality  
Lectures: Regional Inequality in the U.S. Pain from Trade pages from Duflo Selma assignment?   
Lecture Week 3: Trade Adj Assistance Can the U.S. be more like. Denmark   Lecture Week 4 Growth Incidence 
curve Trends in world poverty  
Thomas Piketty’s new book: Capital and Ideology   His slides  Economists rethinking numbers on inequality        
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/15pdf/14-981_4g15.pdf 
AEA Resources On Building a more Diverse, inclusive and Productive Economics Profession, see working with students    
Amazing Opportunity Insights web page,  see Raj Chetty’s Big Data Course  and  racial disparities  as well as 
Enrico Moretti Slides  
Quiz #1 Review:  
1. Write the formula for computing the Gini for this Wikipedia Figure (recall that the Gini is the gap share of 

the total triangle, a measure of how far this group is from perfect equality of income or consumption). 
2. Name three of your favorite SDGs and the indicators the WB and UN is tracking to monitor progress.  

Which countries are on track to meet these goals?  
3. How many Homeless persons are there in NYC, NYS vs. California? Define homelessness, is the forklift 

operator we meet in American factory homeless?  Does become homeless? When would she be counted 
among the homeless?  

4. Why did Jim Keady and Leslie Kretzu visit Tangerang Indonesia in 2001?  Where are they now and what 
did they both do in 2018?    

5. What is the $2/day poverty rate in the United States, measured in income and consumption?   
6. Durlauf et al (2017) argue the Great Gatsby curve inequality and is driven largely by segregation, explain 

how segregation by ethnicity or income can reduce social mobility use NY City or Texas as an example.  
What can be done to reduce the impacts of segregation on social mobility?    

http://www.gdsnet.org/BanerjeeDuflo2019Chapter1and2Mouthofashark.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON3240_MobilityandInequality2020edited.pdf
https://darrylmcleod.com/econ-3240-poverty-inequality-and-mobility/
http://www.gdsnet.org/GatsbyCurveVideo2013.mp4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-economys-inequality-dividend-11578699397?mod=hp_opin_pos_2
http://www.gdsnet.org/KristofWuDunnWhoKilledKnapps2020.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/17/us/oakland-california-homeless-camp.html
https://messaging-custom-newsletters.nytimes.com/template/oakv2?uri=nyt://newsletter/a818c8cf-465e-42c5-b9f2-d37afa6d913a&te=1&nl=california-today&emc=edit_ca_20200113?campaign_id=49&instance_id=15147&segment_id=20281&user_id=189f44adb769974f17f6c98ff0de52b5&regi_id=392501_ca_20200113
https://a071-dhsmobile.nyc.gov/dhsmobile/hope/registration/#/
https://www.coalitionforthehomeless.org/the-catastrophe-of-homelessness/why-are-so-many-people-homeless/
https://www.coalitionforthehomeless.org/the-catastrophe-of-homelessness/why-are-so-many-people-homeless/
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECRG3240_PS2_S2020v2nowanswers.pdf
http://piketty.pse.ens.fr/files/Piketty2020HUPExtracts.pdf
https://www.economist.com/briefing/2019/11/28/economists-are-rethinking-the-numbers-on-inequality
https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/15pdf/14-981_4g15.pdf
https://www.aeaweb.org/resources/best-practices
https://www.aeaweb.org/resources/best-practices/working-with-students
https://opportunityinsights.org/course/
https://opportunityinsights.org/race/
http://www.frdb.org/be/file/_scheda/files/slides_moretti_lecture.pdf
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7. Why is the Gini coefficient the most popular measure of inequality?  What 
does the inequality or Kuznets ratio focus on? What measure does Piketty et 
al prefer?  Which does Bruno Milanovic prefer?   
8. Texas and New York State (City) have the most segregated school 
systems in the United States, what had Texas done to (partially) redress this 
problem (hint: the TPP).  Why doesn’t NY try this?  What had NYS and 
NYC done to increase social mobility?  Is it working?  

Chetty, R., and N. Hendren (2018). ‘The Impacts of Neighborhoods on Intergenerational Mobility I: Childhood Exposure 
Effects’. The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 133(3): 1107–62.  

Chetty, R., N. Hendren, and L.F. Katz (2016). ‘The Effects of Exposure to Better Neighborhoods on 
Children: New Evidence from the Moving to Opportunity Experiment’. American Economic Review, 
106(4): 855–902. 
Oreopoulos, P. (2003). ‘The Long-Run Consequences of Living in a Poor Neighborhood’. The 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, 118(4): 1533–75.   
UN DESA report, 2016 inequality matters (based on Milanovic’s estimates) 
The Use and Misuse Of Income Data and Extreme Poverty In The United States Bruce D. Meyer, Derek Wu 

Victoria R. Mooers, Carla Medalia  NBER Working Paper 25907  http://www.nber.org/papers/w25907 
FAO on the Gini Coeffient EasyPol moduel http://www.fao.org/docs/up/easypol/329/gini_index_040en.pdf 
ITEP Who Pays https://itep.org/whopays/ 
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